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NEW QUESTION 1
Which three NGFW and NGIPS features support the 'Complex Remote Access' use case? (Choose three.)

A. Support for device onboarding
B. Users protected regardless of physical location
C. Fuzzy Fingerprinting
D. Detection of anomalous traffic
E. Controls and protections extended beyond VPN controls
F. Secure access extended to all users

Answer: BEF

Explanation:
ASAS Security NGFW and NGIPS SE Module 4

NEW QUESTION 2
Which are two main features of Advanced Malware Protection? (Choose two.)

A. Rapid App Containment
B. Leverages Global Threat Intelligence to provide zero-day protection
C. Threat protection across the entire attack continuum
D. User and Entity Behavior Analytics

Answer: BC

Explanation:
ASAS Security Advanced Threats SE Module 6

NEW QUESTION 3
Which is a main element of FirePOWER Device Manager?

A. On-box, Web-based management
B. Streamlined user experience
C. Simplified interface
D. Cloud-based policy orchestration

Answer: A

Explanation:
ASAS Security NGFW and NGIPS SE Module 4

NEW QUESTION 4
Which are two main challenges of securing web and e-mail? (Choose two.)

A. Cyber Crime is a growing industry
B. Securing cloud apps
C. Protecting against data centers
D. 90% of cyber criminals use DNS in attacks

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 5
Which license subscription terms are available for AMP licensing?

A. 1 month 3 months 6 months
B. 1 year
C. 5 years
D. 10 years
E. 5 years 10 years 30 years
F. 1 year
G. 3 years
H. 6 years

Answer: D

Explanation:
ASA Security Advanced Threats SE Module 6

NEW QUESTION 6
Which two options are attack vectors of the threat-centric defense? (Choose two)

A. Voicemail
B. Backups
C. Mobile
D. Video surveillance
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NEW QUESTION 7
Which two Cisco products are a part of the "endpoints" threat-centric solution module? (Choose two.)

A. Cisco Umbrella
B. Cisco Defense Orchestrator
C. Cisco VPN 3000
D. Cisco Stealthwatch
E. Cisco AMP for Endpoints

Answer: AE

Explanation:
ASAS Security Threat Centric Solutions - AM and SE Module

NEW QUESTION 8
Which three options are attack vectors protected by Email Security? (Choose three)

A. Endpoints
B. Offline Devices
C. Mobile
D. E-mail
E. Voicemail
F. Backups

Answer: ACD

Explanation:
ASAS Security Web and Email SE Module 2

NEW QUESTION 9
Which is a key feature of Cisco Defense Orchestrator?

A. Simplifies security policy management
B. Identifies sensitive data in cloud environments
C. Detects anomalous traffic on customer's network
D. Provides retrospective security

Answer: A

Explanation:
ASAS Cisco Cloud Security SE - Module 3

NEW QUESTION 10
Which feature of ISE is Terminal Access Control System (TACACS) a part of?

A. Device Administration
B. Device Profiling
C. Centralized policy management
D. Guest access management

Answer: A

Explanation:
ASAS Policy and Access SE Module 5

NEW QUESTION 11
Which two products are part of Cisco's Data Center threat-centric solution? (Choose two.)

A. Rapid threat detection through NGFW and NGFWv
B. Enforced device security with Meraki
C. URL filtering
D. Relationship segmentation
E. Automated policy enforcement with ASAv

Answer: AE

Explanation:
ASAS Security Threat Centric Solutions - AM and SE Module 7

NEW QUESTION 12
What are two key points of the Cisco Security and Threat Landscape module? (Choose two.)
A. The Cisco Security Solutions Portfolio drives customer business outcomes by providing threat-centric defense, visibility and control, and flexible solutions
B. The threat landscape is expanding, becoming more complex, and threats are increasingly costing more to customers
C. The Cisco Security Solutions Portfolio stops all threat from entering a customers network.
D. Customers need several solutions to protect their environment.

Answer: AB

Explanation:
ASAS Security NGFW and NGIPS SE Module 4

NEW QUESTION 13
Which Cisco Product is integrated with the AnyConnect Web Security Module?

A. Cisco Stealthwatch
B. Cisco Defense Orchestrator
C. Cisco Cloud Web Security
D. Cisco Email Security Appliance

Answer: C

Explanation:
ASAS Policy and Access SE Module 5

NEW QUESTION 14
Which three features provided by NGFW and NGIPS support the Internet Edge' use case? (Choose three.)

A. Supports High Availability
B. Support for profiling devices
C. Supports dynamic routing protocols such as OSPF or BGP
D. Support for Platform exchange grid
E. Support for High Bandwith environments
F. Support for integrated posture assessment

Answer: ACE

NEW QUESTION 15
Which two features are provided by ISE? (Choose two.)

A. Centralized policy management
B. Retrospective Security
C. DDoS attack prevention
D. Network visibility
E. Device Firewalling

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 16
Which three features provided by NGFW and NGIPS support the "Internet Edge" use case? (Choose three.)

A. Supports High Availability
B. Support for profiling devices
C. Supports dynamic routing protocols such as OSPF or BGP
D. Support for Platform exchange grid
E. Support for High Bandwith environments
F. Support for integrated posture assessment

Answer: ACE

Explanation:
ASAS Security NGFW and NGIPS SE Module 4

NEW QUESTION 17
Which option helps customers gain insight into security threats?

A. Limit volume of users to applications
B. Share sensitive data across Afferent platforms
C. Providing remote access VPN to allow mobile users to connect securely to customers network
D. Providing visibility into everything to allow granular security policies to be created and enforced

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 18
Which are three key features of DNS-layer security? (Choose three.)

A. Data Loss Prevention
B. Retrospective Analysis
C. Real-time sandboxing
D. Provides visibility into all Internet activity
E. Acts as first level of protection by providing security at DNS layer
F. Resolves all DNS request through a single recursive DNS service

**Answer:** DEF

**NEW QUESTION 19**
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